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It is shown that the singular seesaw mechanism can simultaneously explain all the existing data
supporting nonzero neutrino masses and mixing. The three mass-squared differences that are needed
to accommodate the atmospheric neutrino data (through νµ−νs oscillation), the solar neutrino data
via MSW mechanism (through νe−ντ oscillation), and the positive result of νµ−νe oscillation from
LSND can be generated by this mechanism, whereas the vacuum oscillation solution to the solar
neutrino problem is disfavored. We find that the electron and tau neutrino masses are of order 10−3
eV, and the muon neutrino and a sterile neutrino are almost maximally mixed to give a mass of
order 1 eV. Two heavy sterile neutrinos have a mass of order 1 keV which can be obtained by the
double seesaw mechanism with an intermediate mass scale ∼ 105 GeV. A possible origin of such a
scale is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several neutrino oscillation experiments
which have indicated the nonzero neutrino masses and
mixing. The solar neutrino problem is the first to be
noted. The deficit of the solar neutrinos predicted by
the Standard Solar Model (SSM) [1] can be explained
by neutrino oscillation between νe and νx. The νx can
be νµ , ντ , or a sterile neutrino. In the case of resonant
MSW transitions [2], it was found [3] that the oscilla-
tion parameters ∆m2 and sin2 2ϑ (ϑ is the mixing angle)
given by
3× 10−6 <∼ ∆m2solar <∼ 1.2× 10−5
4× 10−3 <∼ sin2 2ϑex<∼ 1.2× 10−2 (1)
can explain the solar neutrino problem. The solar neu-
trino problem can also be solved by invoking vacuum
neutrino oscillations [4], in which case the neutrino mass-
squared difference is about ∆m2 ∼ 10−10eV2.
Another hint of the neutrino masses and mixing comes
from the experiments on the atmospheric neutrinos. The
indications in favor of
(−)
νµ→(−)νx oscillations (x 6= µ) have
been found in the Kamiokande [5], IMB [6], and re-
cent Super-Kamiokande [7], Soudan-II [8] atmospheric
neutrino experiments. From the analysis of the Super-
Kamiokande and the other data the allowed ranges for
the oscillation parameters were obtained [7,9], assuming
νµ ↔ ντ ,
3× 10−4 <∼ ∆m2atm <∼ 7× 10−3
0.8 <∼ sin2 2ϑµτ<∼ 1 . (2)
The recent results from the Chooz reactor experiment ap-
pear to exclude the νµ ↔ νe oscillation as a solution to
the atmospheric neutrino problem [10,7]. The neutrino
oscillations νµ ↔ ντ and νµ ↔ νs give rise to a sim-
ilar result for the atmospheric neutrino anomaly since
νs and ντ are not distinguishable in the current exper-
iments. New experiments with high statistics in Super-
Kamiokande and ICARUS can provide the discrimina-
tion by measuring the neutral current events appearing,
for instance, in neutral pion productions [11].
Finally, indications in favor of ν¯µ → ν¯e oscillations
have been found recently in the LSND experiment [12], in
which antineutrinos originating from the decays of µ+’s
at rest were detected. The KARMEN experiment [13]
will be able to crosscheck the positive result of LSND
in the near future. From the analysis of the data of the
LSND experiment and the negative results of other short-
baseline experiments (in particular, the Bugey [14] and
BNL E776 [15] experiments), one obtains the oscillation
parameters:
0.3 <∼ ∆m2LSND<∼ 2.2 eV2
10−3 <∼ sin2 2ϑeµ<∼ 4× 10−2 . (3)
All the existing neutrino experiments which are in fa-
vor of neutrino oscillations can not be accommodated
by a scheme with mixing of ordinary three neutrinos.
That is, the allowed range of the mass-squared differ-
ences which explain the solar neutrino, atmospheric neu-
trino, and LSND neutrino experiments do not overlap at
all. In order to obtain three independent mass-squared
differences which can explain the known three experi-
ments, we need at least four massive neutrinos [16–20].
Furthermore, only two schemes of neutrino mass-squared
differences are compatible with the results of all the ex-
periments [19]. Four neutrino masses are divided into two
pairs of almost degenerate masses separated by a gap of
∼ 1 eV which is indicated by the result of the LSND ex-
periments:
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(A)
atm︷ ︸︸ ︷
m1 < m2 ≪
solar︷ ︸︸ ︷
m3 < m4︸ ︷︷ ︸
LSND
,
(4)
(B)
solar︷ ︸︸ ︷
m1 < m2 ≪
atm︷ ︸︸ ︷
m3 < m4︸ ︷︷ ︸
LSND
.
In (A), ∆m221 is relevant for the explanation of the atmo-
spheric neutrino anomaly and ∆m243 is relevant for the
suppression of solar νe’s. In (B), the roles of ∆m
2
21 and
∆m243 are interchanged.
If there exists a fourth neutrino, it has to be a sterile
neutrino as indicated by the invisible decay width of Z0.
The mixing between a fourth neutrino and active neutri-
nos could be constrained by the big-bang nucleosynthe-
sis. The active–sterile neutrino mixings suggested by the
known neutrino experiments may increase the effective
number of neutrinos and deplete the electron neutrino
and antineutrino populations in the nucleosynthesis era,
and thus alter significantly the prediction for the primor-
dial 4He mass fraction. Formerly, the effective number
of neutrino species was considered to be less than four,
and therefore the large mixings between a sterile neu-
trino and the active neutrinos solving the solar neutrino
and the atmospheric neutrino problem were disfavored
[21]. However, due to the recent observational determina-
tions of the primordial deuterium abundance [22,23], the
big-bang nucleosynthesis constraints on the non-standard
neutrinos have been revised. It has been argued that the
effective number of neutrino species more than four (but
less than five) can be acceptable [24], in which case there
is room to bring one sterile neutrino species into equi-
librium with the known neutrinos in the early universe
and therefore no constraints on active–sterile neutrino
oscillation parameters can be drawn. More interestingly,
it is possible to reconcile sterile neutrinos with big-bang
nucleosynthesis even if the effective number of neutrino
species turns out to be less than three. It has been found
that the active–sterile neutrino oscillation solving the so-
lar or atmospheric neutrino problem does not increase the
effective number of neutrinos if the relic neutrino asym-
metry is large enough (Lν > 10
−5) [25].
In the conventional seesaw mechanism, right-handed
neutrinos are heavy to make active neutrinos very light.
In this paper, we explore the possibility that a right-
handed neutrino remain light, that is, the right handed-
neutrino mass matrix is singular and has rank two in a
three generation model. This is called the singular see-
saw mechanism [26] which will be analyzed in section II.
Three mass-squared differences for the light four neutri-
nos will be parameterized in terms of two mass scales; the
Dirac mass and Majorana mass of heavy right-handed
neutrinos. By construction, the sterile neutrino (a light
right-handed neutrino) and an active neutrino are max-
imally mixed, which is desirable for the solution of the
atmospheric neutrino anomaly. In section III, we will find
the region of the two mass parameters by which all the
neutrino data mentioned above can be accommodated.
It is then required that the Dirac mass scale is ∼ 1 eV
and the heavy Majorana mass scale is ∼ 1 keV. Such low
mass scales are shown to imply the presence of an inter-
mediate scale ∼ 105 GeV and the grand unification scale
∼ 1016 GeV in the double seesaw mechanism introduced
in section IV. Finally, we conclude in section V.
II. SINGULAR SEESAW MECHANISM
In the singular seesaw mechanism [26], the neutrino
mass matrix is written by
M =
[
0 ǫMD
ǫM †D MM
]
(5)
where MD is the usual Dirac neutrino mass matrix and
MM is the right-handed Majorana neutrino mass matrix
taken to be a singular (rank-two) 3× 3 matrix. Here, we
assume that there is no hierarchical structure in the mass
matrices MD and MM whose elements are of the same
order of magnitude, denoted by M . The small number ǫ
encodes the hierarchical structure of the Dirac and sterile
(right-handed) neutrino masses. The value M is related
to physics of lepton number violation and new physics.
Two parameters ǫ andM are to be determined later. We
write the neutrino states in the interaction basis as
ΨI =
[
ψ(e,µ,τ),l
ψ(e,µ,τ),S
]
(6)
where ψ(e,µ,τ),l and ψ(e,µ,τ),S represent, respectively, the
three standard active and sterile neutrinos. In the con-
text of the singular seesaw mechanism, a combination
of ψ(e,µ,τ),S becomes light. In order to obtain physical
neutrino states and mass eigenvalues, we perform diag-
onalization by several steps. First step is to diagonalize
the Majorana part by a rotation matrix R such as
M =
[
1 0
0 RT
] [
0 ǫMDR
T
ǫRM †D M˜M
] [
1 0
0 R
]
(7)
where
M˜M = RMMR
T = diagonal matrix . (8)
SinceMM is a rank-two singular matrix, we can take zero
for the (11)-element of the diagonal matrix M˜M . Then,
we rewrite the mass matrix as[
0 ǫMDR
T
ǫRM †D M˜M
]
=
[
ǫMα ǫMβ
ǫM †β M˜m
]
(9)
where Mα is a 4 × 4 matrix, Mβ is a 4 × 2 matrix, and
M˜m is a 2× 2 diagonal matrix. In particular, the matrix
elements Mαij for i, j = 1, 2, 3 are zero. The values of
the other matrix elements can be taken to be arbitrary.
The next step is to block-diagonalize this mass matrix as
follows;
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[
ǫMα ǫMβ
ǫM †β M˜m
]
= (10)[
1 ǫP
−ǫPT 1
] [
Q 0
0 M˜m
] [
1 −ǫP
ǫPT 1
]
.
Here the 4 × 2 matrix P and the light neutrino mass
matrix Q are given by
P =MβM˜
−1
m (11)
Q = ǫMα − ǫ2PM˜mPT = ǫMα − ǫ2MβM˜−1m MTβ .
Finally, the light neutrino mass matrix Q is diagonalized
by a 4 × 4 unitary rotation matrix U . The mass eigen-
states (physical states) are given by
ΨP =
[
U 0
0 1
]
·
[
1 −ǫP
ǫPT 1
]
·
[
1 0
0 R
]
·
[
ψ(e,µ,τ),l
ψ(e,µ,τ),S
]
(12)
Let us now determine the masses of six physical neu-
trinos. The mass matrix relevant for heavy neutrinos is
M˜m. The nonzero values of the matrix elements are of
order M . And the physical neutrino fields are given by
ν5 =
∑
α=e,µ,τ
ǫ (Pα,1να,l + P4,1R1,ανα,S) +R2,ανα,S
≃ R2,ανα,S
ν6 =
∑
α=e,µ,τ
ǫ (Pα,2να,l + P4,2R1,ανα,S) +R3,ανα,S (13)
≃ R3,ανα,S .
The masses of the light neutrinos come from diagonaliz-
ing mass matrix Q given by
Q = ǫMα − ǫ2MβM˜−1m MTβ . (14)
Neglecting ǫ2 term, the most general matrix is
Q = ǫMα =


0 0 0 a
0 0 0 b
0 0 0 c
a b c 0

 . (15)
The eigenvalues of Q are two zeros and ±√a2 + b2 + c2.
These two-fold degeneracies are lifted by the ǫ2 term
−ǫ2MβM˜−1m MTβ . Therefore, the light neutrinos are, in
general, two with mass ǫ2M and two with mass ǫM , their
mass difference being of order ǫ2M .
When we neglect the ǫ2 term in the mass matrix, the
neutrino mass eigenstates are
ν3,4 =
1√
2
(
aνe + bνµ + cντ√
a2 + b2 + c2
± νS
)
(16)
where νS = R1ανα,S is the massless component of the
sterile neutrino mass matrix. Other two neutrino states
(whose masses are of order ǫ2M) are orthogonal combina-
tions of ν3,4. Including the ǫ
2 term in the light neutrino
mass matrix Q, it will give an order of ǫ to the neutrino
mixing. Therefore, we know that the lightest pair of the
neutrinos with mass ǫ2M are most likely active neutri-
nos. However, the compositions of the ν3 and ν4 are
dependent on the form of the mass matrix. For example,
let a = b = c, then the electron, muon and tau neutrino
component in ν3,4 is 1/6, respectively. The other half of
these neutrinos is the sterile neutrino. As another exam-
ple, consider c = 0 and a = b, then the electron and muon
neutrino component in ν3,4 is 1/4, respectively, and the
other half of ν3,4 is sterile.
We summarize the neutrino mass eigenvalues and their
mass-squared differences which are relevant to the known
neutrino experiments for our discussions. The neutrino
masses are determined as follows:
mν1 ≃ mν2 ≃ ǫ2M
mν3 ≃ mν4 ≃ ǫM (17)
mν5 ≃ mν6 ≃M .
Two lightest neutrinos, ν1 and ν2, are mostly active neu-
trinos. Two medium-weighted neutrinos, ν3 and ν4, are
almost equal combinations of active and sterile neutri-
nos. Two heaviest, ν5 and ν6, are almost sterile neutri-
nos. Therefore, the mass-squared differences are given
by
∆m221 = (mν2 +mν1)(mν2 −mν1) ≃ ǫ4M2
∆m243 = (mν4 +mν3)(mν4 −mν3) ≃ ǫ3M2 (18)
∆m242 = (mν4 +mν2)(mν4 −mν2) ≃ ǫ2M2 ,
and ∆m242 ≃ ∆m241 ≃ ∆m232 ≃ ∆m231.
III. DETERMINATION OF ǫ, M AND NEUTRINO
MASSES
As shown above, the singular seesaw mechanism has
three ∆m2 scales which provide a possibility of explain-
ing the three known experiments. It is, however, a priori
uncertain whether three experimental data (1), (2) and
(3) can be accommodated simultaneously since the three
∆m2 are parametrized by only two numbers ǫ and M .
We wish to see if the scheme (B) in Eq. (4) can indeed
be realized. Note first that the large mixing required for
the atmospheric neutrino oscillation is built in the singu-
lar seesaw mechanism. That is, a combination of active
neutrinos and a sterile neutrino have the maximal mixing
to yield degenerate neutrinos ν3, ν4. Therefore, the atmo-
spheric neutrino problem can be explained by the large
mixing νµ ↔ νs oscillation with the mass-squared differ-
ence ∆m243 ≃ ǫ3M2. The solar neutrino problem is then
to be solved by the νe ↔ ντ oscillation with the small-
est mass-squared difference ∆m221 ≃ ǫ4M2. As a con-
sequence, the νµ ↔ νe oscillation occurs automatically
with the largest mass-squared difference ∆m242 ≃ ǫ2M2,
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which may yield observable signals in the νµ ↔ νe oscil-
lation experiments.
Let us now look for the parameter region of (ǫ, M) de-
termined by the neutrino experiments, that is, ǫ4M2 =
∆m2solar, ǫ
3M2 = ∆m2atm and/or ǫ
2M2 = ∆m2LSND.
From the first two identities based on the MSW solution
to the solar neutrino problem and the atmospheric neu-
trino oscillation, one finds the region of a crescent shape
inside ǫ = (0.43 ∼ 9.6) × 10−3 and M = (0.02 ∼ 9.3)
keV. Remarkably, this region give rise to ∆m242 = ǫ
2M2
in the sensitivity range of the LSND and KARMEN ex-
periments. Imposing the LSND positive result, the al-
lowed region of (ǫ, M) is further reduced, and in fact
determined solely by the solar neutrino and LSND data.
The common region of (ǫ, M) which can explain all three
known experiments lies inside
ǫ = (1.1 ∼ 6.4)× 10−3 , M = (0.086 ∼ 1.3) keV , (19)
which is shown in Fig. 1. From Eqs. (17) and (19), we
find the following typical values for the neutrino masses;
mν1,2 ∼ 10−3 eV
mν3,4 ∼ 1 eV (20)
mν5,6 ∼ 1 keV .
If the solar neutrino deficit is due to the vacuum os-
cillation, the solar neutrino data and the atmospheric
neutrino data yields ǫ = ∆m221/∆m
2
43
<∼ 3 × 10−7.
Then the heavy right-handed neutrinos (ν5,6) get mass
100 MeV <∼M <∼ 50 GeV, and 30 eV <∼ mνµ,s <∼ 700 eV.
The right-handed neutrinos with such masses may over-
close the universe as they cannot decay into the standard
model particles. The muon and light sterile neutrinos can
be candidates for hot dark matter satisfying the over-
closure bound
∑
imνi
<∼ 94h2Ων eV. But they are too
heavy to provide a good fit for the structure formation as
Ων <∼ 0.3 is required in mixed dark matter models [27,28].
Furthermore, one finds no region of (ǫ,M) which accom-
modates all the three neutrino experiments. Therefore,
our model disfavors the possibility of solving the solar
neutrino problem in terms of the vacuum oscillation.
It follows from the result (20) that almost degener-
ate muon and sterile neutrinos can be good candidates
for hot dark matter [28], and the heavy sterile neutrino
can be a candidate for the warm dark matter. Thus,
the existence of hot dark matter desirable for structure
formation in the mixed dark matter scenario is a natu-
ral consequence of the singular seesaw mechanism under
consideration.
IV. DISCUSSIONS ON THE MASS SCALE OF
THE STERILE NEUTRINOS
It seems unnatural to have sterile (right-handed) neu-
trinos with mass scale M ≈ keV. In the usual seesaw
mechanism its scale is about 1012GeV or GUT scale.
Such a low mass scale of lepton number violation is not
acceptable. In order to raise the lepton number violation
scale, we introduce the “double seesaw mechanism” in
which extra sterile neutrinos are needed in addition to the
ordinary right-handed neutrinos. A simple realization of
the double seesaw mechanism can be found in grand uni-
fied theory (GUT) with intermediate step breakings. The
minimal (non-supersymmetric) grand unification model
is ruled out from the study of the gauge coupling evolu-
tion [29], but non-minimal GUT models and supersym-
meric GUT models can successfully accommodate the
gauge coupling unification and the absence of proton de-
cay. As an example, let us consider a GUT model with
E6 unification group. It has five neutral particles in each
generations of the fermion 27 representation: Two (16
under SO(10)) of them are the neutrinos in the discus-
sion, other three neutrinos (1 + 10 under SO(10)) are
heavy neutrinos with GUT scale masses. Suppose that
the mass matrix of the active neutrinos, the right-handed
neutrinos and the extra sterile neutrinos takes the form;
M =
[
0 0 ML
0 0 MR
MTL M
T
R MS
]
. (21)
Here ML is the Dirac mass matrix originating from the
electroweak symmetry breaking, and MR,MS are gen-
erated from a higher symmetry breaking. Note that
ML,MR are 3×9 matrices, andMS is 9×9 matrix in the
three generation model. It should be mentioned that the
mass matrix (21) requires fine-tunings which may not be
a serious problem in supersymmetric theories. Given the
hierarchy ML << MR << MS, the seesaw mechanism
with the ultra heavy neutrino masses MS gives rise to
the 6× 6 matrix,
Msub = −
[
ML
MR
]
·M−1S · [MTL MTR ]
= −
[
MLM
−1
S M
T
L MLM
−1
S M
T
R
MRM
−1
S M
T
L MRM
−1
S M
T
R
]
(22)
which can be identified with the matrix (5) apart from the
upper-left corner. Note that the singular seesaw mecha-
nism requires the lower-right submatrix of Eq. (22) to be
singular. The nonzero contribution in the upper-left part
of the matrix (22) is order of the solar neutrino mass scale
ǫ2M ∼ 10−3 eV which does not alter our conclusion.
Following the discussion in the previous section, we can
find the typical scales ofMR and MS. Namely, requiring
ǫ = ML/MR, M = M
2
R/MS , and ML ≃ 100 GeV, one
obtains
MR ≈ 105GeV , MS ≈ 1016GeV . (23)
It is worth emphasizing that the heaviest mass scale MS
coincides with the conventional GUT scale. On the other
4
hand, the intermediate scale MR turns out to be consid-
erably lower than the conventional scale 1012 GeV desir-
able for the usual seesaw mechanism. In GUT models,
various intermediate scales of gauge symmetry breaking
can be made consistent with the unification of gauge cou-
pling constants. In particular, such a low scale MR may
be obtained by introducing certain exotic particles to the
GUT model [30].
The scale MR may be related to physics of supersym-
metry breaking. In the supersymmetric standard model,
supersymmetry breaking can be mediated either by grav-
itation or by gauge interactions [31]. The latter scheme
provides a natural suppression of flavor violation in the
supersymmetric sector and yields distinctive phenomeno-
logical and cosmological consequences [32,33]. The mini-
mal type of such theories requires the existence of vector-
like quarks and leptons (messengers) at the mass scale
(104 ∼ 105) GeV. This is a just right scale for MR under
discussion. Therefore, in the supersymmetric standard
model with gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking, it
is conceivable that some messengers are vector-like sterile
neutrinos with the mass matrix given in Eq. (21).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by recent experimental evidences for
nonzero neutrino masses and mixing, we have examined
the consequences of the singular seesaw mechanism. The
three mass-squared scales required for simultaneously ex-
plaining the solar and atmospheric neutrino anomalies,
and the LSND data can be realized if the Majorana mass
matrix of right-handed neutrinos is rank-two. Without
assuming any hierarchies in the Dirac andMajorana mass
matrices, three mass-squared values are found to be de-
termined by two mass parameters: the Dirac mass for
the active neutrinos and the Majorana mass for heavy
right-handed neutrinos. The singular seesaw mechanism
cannot accommodate simultaneously the vacuum oscil-
lation explanation of the solar neutrino deficit, and the
atmospheric neutrino oscillation. However, the MSW so-
lution to the solar neutrino problem is consistent with
the model and the existence of the LSND mass scale is
also explained. The almost maximal mixing of a ster-
ile neutrino with the muon neutrino (having the Dirac
mass mν3,4 ∼ 1 eV) explains the atmospheric neutrino
anomaly, and the mixing of the electron and tau neutrino
explains the solar neutrino anomaly (having the lightest
mass mν1,2 ∼ 10−3 eV). Two massive right-handed neu-
trinos turn out to be rather light (having the Majorana
mass mν5,6 ∼ 1 keV). We stress that the existence of
hot dark matter (consists of νµ,s) desirable for the struc-
ture formation of the universe is a natural consequence
of our scheme. In addition, warm dark matter can be
provided by the heavy right-handed neutrinos. We have
introduced the double seesaw mechanism in which the
two low mass scales, mν3,4 and mν5,6 are generated by
the weak scale ML ∼ 100 GeV and an intermediate scale
MR ∼ 105 GeV together with the usual grand unification
scale MS ∼ 1016 GeV. A candidate for the intermediate
scaleMR can be found in the GUT models with an inter-
mediate step breaking, or in gauge-mediated supersym-
metry breaking models.
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Fig. 1. The regions between the dashed lines, the dotted lines, and the solid lines are allowed by the solar neutrino
data, the atmospheric neutrino data, and the LSND data, resepectively. The shaded region accomodates all the three
neutrino experiments.
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